Student prizes and scholarships

**Australian Rotary Health**
Australian Rotary Health – Indigenous Health Scholarship
Harley Donoghue
Mariah Reynolds

**Australian Society of Rehabilitation Counsellors**
ASORC Trevor Hawkins Prize (Graduate Diploma in Rehabilitation Counselling)
Yanming Soh

ASORC Trevor Hawkins Prize (Master of Rehabilitation Counselling)
Janitza Laraine Caruana

**Carestream Health Australia**
Carestream Student Excellence Award – Graduate Medical Radiation Sciences 1
Sarah Louise Frank

Carestream Student Excellence Award – Second Year Undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography Physics
Andrew Jae-Jun Lee

Carestream Student Excellence Award – Third Year Undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography Physics
Jane Hui Xin Ong

**Catherine and Jennifer Vasseleu**
Mary Vallas (Vasseleu) Prize
Amanda Louise Seymonsbergen

**Cerebral Palsy Alliance**
Professor Henry J Cowan Memorial Scholarship (Occupational Therapy)
Sarah-Jane Rodham

Professor Henry J Cowan Memorial Scholarship (Physiotherapy)
Sarah Jane Holmes

Professor Henry J Cowan Memorial Scholarship (Speech Pathology)
Aylin Huzmeli
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**Douglas and Lola Douglas Bequest**
Douglas and Lola Douglas Scholarship (Occupational Therapy)
Lauren Elizabeth Wonders

Douglas and Lola Douglas Scholarship (Physiotherapy)
Sylvia Huiting

Douglas and Lola Douglas Scholarship (Speech Pathology)
Antonia Margarita Chacon

**Faculty of Health Sciences**
Dean’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Undergraduate Scholarship
Verenna Zenay

Dean’s International Graduate Entry Masters Scholarship
Allen Crandell

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Student Summer Research Scholarship
Jessie Shaune
Mariah Anne Reynolds

Helga Pettitt Postgraduate Study Award
Ashleigh Hines

Student Leadership Award
Denise Ngoc Chau Ong
Max Heng Chien
Mina Askovic

**Hoc Mai Foundation**
Ho Mai Scholarship
Isabella Louise Thomson
Sylvia Huiting Mai
Thomas Khoa Dang Nguyen
Whitney Jai Brown

**Mack Boots**
Mack Boots Prize in Physiotherapy
Phillip Roland

**NSW Institute of Sport**
Exercise and Sport Science Prize
Valentina Aranda-Blanco

**Honours Research Thesis Prize**
Grant Patrick Lynch

**Puggy Hunter Memorial Scholarship Scheme**
Mariah Reynolds
Nathaniel Tamwoy
Sarah Large
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The University of Sydney Awards

Honours Scholarship
Elizabeth Jane Cobden
Ellis Adelaide Longhurst
Felicity May Bright
Megan Doris Reid
Michael Antoun
Mina Askovic
Rachel Margaret Challen
Sung Hoon Kim

Sydney Scholars Award
Ama Qian
Bethany Croft
Eleanor Ngan Kee
Jared Hermogenes
Jasmine Al-Zoubi
Jessie Zhang
Joumana Al-Hanouni
Marina Sawaris
Rosepreet Gim
Ryan Boot
Samantha Lay
Shannon Tang
Theoni Thimakis
Wing Lau

University Medals Honours
Mariko Jennifer Ando Ward
Phillip Roland Davis
Rachel Clare Knights
Zoey Zuo Yi Ang

University of Sydney Scholar Chancellor’s Award
Charles Ross Martin
Jessica Gooch
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Dean’s Scholar Awards

Exercise and Sport Science
Stella Matutina Zhang
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Exercise and Sport Science)

Alison Yu Heng Zhang
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Exercise Physiology)

Paige Howell
Master of Exercise Physiology

Health Sciences
Angus William Hughes
Bachelor of Health Sciences (Honours)

Medical Radiation Sciences
Katherine Anne Vail
Bachelor of Applied Science (MRS) Diagnostic Radiography

Juliet Alexi Burridge
Master of Diagnostic Radiography

Occupational Therapy
Melanie Ruth Sefton
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Occupational Therapy)

Alexandra Grace Nugent
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Occupational Therapy) Honours

Andrew David Zagninski
Master of Occupational Therapy

Physiotherapy
Kathryn Michelle Gilchrist
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Physiotherapy)

Steven Mai
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Physiotherapy) Honours

Stephanie Kathleen Chilko
Master of Physiotherapy

Rehabilitation Counselling
Yanming Soh
Graduate Diploma in Rehabilitation Counselling

Janitza Laraine Caruana
Master of Rehabilitation Counselling

Speech Pathology
Lindsay Paige Fordham
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Speech Pathology)

Rachel Clare Knights
Bachelor of Applied Science
(Speech Pathology) Honours

Catherine Grace Way
Master of Speech Language Pathology
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Research Higher Degree Scholarships

**Australian Postgraduate Award**

Gina Andrews Zucker  
Thesis topic: A case study of intellectually disabled children who lived in state care at ‘Watt Street’, Newcastle Mental Hospital, NSW, Australia, in the 1950s. An examination of the impact of administrative decisions throughout their lives

Kevin Ho  
Thesis topic: The relationship between Sleep and Low Back Pain

Susan Luckersmith  
Thesis topic: The development of a taxonomy of case management, dissemination and impact of dissemination

**Deirdre Russell Memorial Scholarship**

Eleanor Sugden  
Thesis topic: Speech Sound Disorders in Preschool-Aged Children

**Mary Frances Stephens Scholarship**

Claire O’Connor  
Thesis topic: Understanding behaviour and function in frontotemporal dementia: developing better assessments and intervention approaches
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Faculty Learning and Teaching Awards

**Faculty Excellence in Research Higher Degree Supervision**
Helen O’Connor

**Faculty Outstanding Teaching (Early Career)**
Andy Smidt

**Faculty System that Achieves Collective Excellence in Learning and Teaching**
Lindy McAllister and the Work Integrated Academics and HEO staff in the Faculty of Health Sciences
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Health Sciences Alumni Awards

Alumni Award for Community Achievement  
Dr Coralie Wales

Alumni Award for International Achievement  
Dr Lynette Kay

Alumni Award for Professional Achievement  
Professor Jennifer Alison

Recognition Award for Clinical Education  
Michelle Wykes

Young Alumni Award for Achievement  
Chantale Ishac